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Unroll the GenFlex Peel & Stick™ membrane 20' to 30'
and align as required ensuring the selvage edge of the
panel is downslope to facilitate proper seam lapping
(shingle lapping) in the direction of water flow. Care is
required in order to ensure proper alignment of the
membrane panel.
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4 1/2" Selvage Edge

Slope
Back roll the laid out membrane 10' to 15'. The 15' to
20' of membrane left rolled out at this point is intended
to keep the panel aligned. Care should be taken to
avoid shifting the panel during back rolling.
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Cut Release Liner
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Carefully cut the release liner across the back rolled
membrane as shown in the detail - DO NOT CUT
THE ROOFING MEMBRANE. If a cut in the
membrane does occur a proper repair to the
membrane surface will be required following
installation. After the release liner is cut, peel the
edge of the release liner along the cut and proceed to
pull the release liner from the adhesive film on the
membrane.

This action will also pull the membrane along the
installation path as the release liner is peeled from the
adhesive film. Once the roll is fully applied use a stiff
bristle broom and positive downward pressure to
broom in the newly applied Peel & Stick™ membrane.
Brooming direction should be across the short axis of
the membrane panel to avoid creating wrinkles in the
sheet.
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Once the newly installed membrane is broomed into
place back roll the remaining membrane to the edge of
the cut release liner. Peel the release liner from the
adhesive film which in turn will pull the roll in the
installation direction mating the adhesive film of the
Peel & Stick™ panel to the roof substrate. Care
should be taken to avoid shifting the roll during
installation to prevent wrinkles in the membrane panel.
After the membrane has been fully applied use a stiff
bristle broom and positive downward pressure to
broom in the newly applied Peel & Stick™ membrane.
Brooming direction should be across the short axis of
the membrane panel to avoid creating wrinkles in the
sheet.
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